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Welcome!! Welcome!!
First---nice to see some of you at SXSW. Is it just us or does Austin
seem to drift oﬀ into another direction a bit further each year. Whew!!
Good to be home. Next up in the schedule of BIG STUFF is Record Store
Day the day after our Street Date for the month. You’ll note a couple of
records in this guide which will ﬁt in nicely in with the theme of that day.
Shaina Noll has sold hundreds of thousands of CDs in the last two and
a half decades. Her newest, Resting In The Now, is ﬁlled with songs and
chants that encourage meditation, focus on sanctuary and retreat and
soothe the mind. I know that these days we can all use some of that
placidity.
Since their emergence in 1994, The Dandy Warhols have become one
of Portland’s most successful bands selling millions of albums. Voodoo
Doughnut Recordings is releasing a 12” vinyl four cut EP live recording
from their eighth show ever at the legendary X-Ray Café. Leader
Courtney Taylor-Taylor was personally involved in this release unveiling
the band as they were twenty-two years ago before anyone outside of
the city limits was even aware of them. It’s another archaeological
nugget from Voodoo.

And we have a brand new single from David J, he of Bauhaus and Love
and Rockets, the ﬁrst taste of a brand new album forthcoming for
Halloween. And then there is FOG with their ﬁrst new album in a
decade, FOR GOOD. Aladdin is the name of a very strange and
psychedelic ﬁlm by Adam Green, the other person in The Moldy
Peaches, and also the name of the album soundtrack.
A few month’s back, we oﬀered Naubinway, a brilliant and soulsearching introspective album from Minneapolis’ Adam Levy. Now we
are please to oﬀer the 11th album from Adam’s band of rockers, The
Honeydogs. Twenty years on, they keep kicking out goodun’s.
We also have a double CD career retrospective (to date) from Monday
Michiru on the Adventure Music label. And the latest from Quiet Life
as well as a double LP collection from Jerry Joseph of songs inspired by
his time spent underground teaching rock to musicians in Afghanistan!
And for those of you who just simply love Texas Music, check out
Glenna Bell’s Lone Star songs and stories---you will not be
disappointed.
Your friends at bdc…
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AMERICANA
Glenna Bell, Lone Star: Songs and Stories Straight from the Heart of Texas
Lone Star: Songs and Stories Straight from the Heart of Texas is the latest from native Texan, Glenna
Bell. Themes range the gamut from story songs of Glenna's life in Texas to upbeat old-school pop-rock
love songs to the enigmatic and haunting "Christmas Is Coming," plus unique takes on Don Henley's
"Heart of the Matter," and "Everybody's Changing" by the UK's Keane, which showcases its' writer Tim
Rice-Oxley on piano and harmonium. Lone Star boasts a gorgeous cover by French-Canadian artist, Natali
Leduc, with captivating photography by Amy Morris shot on location at Glenna's hundred year old wood
home on the shadowy-sunshiny edge of downtown Houston. Backing is provided by veteran Austin players
Johnny Nicholas on boogie-woogie piano/guitar, George Reiﬀ bass and Rick Richards drums and steel
guitar Mike Hardwick.

CD
CAT: GB2011
LABEL: Glenna Bell
UPC: 888295378567
PRICE: $15.99

BLUES
CD

Mac Arnold & Plate Full O' Blues, Give It Away
The members of Mac Arnold & Plate Full O' Blues have known each other for two decades. Mac Arnold,
Austin Brashier and Max Hightower have played together for more than thirteen years and produced four
albums together. Give It Away is their best work to date. This album captures what they are capable of,
what inspires them, what they believe in and who they are. Each band member has a say on the album writing, singing and playing. It took all of them to create this album, with the help of Scotty Hawkins on
drums. Scotty's raw passion and craftsmanship is felt in every beat of this recording. Mac's brother Leroy
Arnold's inﬂuence is felt throughout this album. Leroy built the original gas can guitar for Mac back in 1946
and he makes a cameo appearance in "Uncle DeWitt's Cafe." Leroy's irrepressible joy and love was an
inspiration to everyone lucky enough to have known him. Leroy passed away in 2015 and is greatly
missed.

CAT: 31608
LABEL: PFOB Music/Plantation

#1
UPC: 614511835923
PRICE: $15.99

CHILDRENS
CD

Red Yarn, Wake Up & Sing
Wake Up & Sing is the third album by Portland family performer Red Yarn (Andy Furgeson). Recorded with
Grammy winning producer Dean Jones, the album is an homage to Furgeson's favorite old children's
records and songbooks. Red Yarn emerges from the Deep Woods - the weird animal world he explored
with his ﬁrst two albums - to sing sunnier songs about waking up, childhood play, animal adventures, and
parenting. Wake Up & Sing expands on Red Yarn’s lush and lively folk-rock sound. His rootsy vocals, driving
guitar, and tight harmonies with his wife Jessie Eller-Isaacs are reframed within Jones' whimsical sonic
palette. The sound is rounded out by Jones' drumming, Jed Greenberg's bass and ﬁddle, guest
appearances by Morgan Taylor of Gustafer Yellowgold, Mo Phillips, and Jane Scarpantoni on cello.
Furgeson's collaborator Ryan Bruce created bright linocut prints for the album artwork, echoing the simple
designs of old Folkways children’s records.
THIS TITLE HAS A STREET DATE OF APRIL 22nd.

CAT: RYP05
LABEL: Red Yarn Productions
UPC: 678277256125
PRICE: $15.99

JAZZ
2 CD SET

Monday Michiru, Portraits in Time
Portraits in Time is a double cd compilation of Monday Michiru’s work from 2002-2013. Michiru has
always loved crossing borders and creating hybrids. Having grown up in both America and Japan she is a
mix of two very diﬀerent cultures and has always looked for commonalities between people, across
gender, race, age, and socio-economic diﬀerences. The daughter of famed jazz musicians Charlie
Mariano and Toshiko Akioshi, Monday was born into music and eﬀortlessly ﬂows through inﬂuences
from classic and modern jazz to Brazilian and pop. Says Monday, “I have had diﬀerent compilations made
of my previous works from the beginning of my solo recording career which started in 1991. This
compilation has been carefully shaped to include a cross section of work that ﬁts the unique tonal color
and sophisticated aesthetic of Adventure Music.”
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CAT: AM1102

2

LABEL: Adventure Music
UPC: 823421110222
PRICE: $16.99
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NEW AGE
CD

Shaina Noll, Resting In The Now
Shaina Noll’s new CD, Resting In The Now, is a soulful weaving of eight meditative songs and chants.
Opening with “You are a child of the Universe, no less then the trees and the stars…”, embracing the
listener in an “Ocean of Shanti” and the title track, “Resting In The Now”, the collection closes with the
blessing “May the longtime sun shine upon you…” Gentle and heart-centered, tranquil and soothing, the
songs oﬀer the listener an experience of sanctuary and retreat, a timeless space to breathe deeply and
release into the peaceful energy of the Now. Shaina Noll is a singer/songwriter whose gentle, spiritually
oriented songs have been soothing, inspiring and uplifting people of all ages since 1992.

CAT: SHP9010
LABEL: Singing Heart

Productions
UPC: 750618901021
PRICE: $16.99

ROCK/POP
CD

Blair Crimmins and The Hookers, Sing-a-Longs
The humorously tongue-in-cheek Sing-a-Longs is Blair Crimmins' sarcastic yet charming sophomore
release, an upbeat companion to his more sultry previous works that still keeps a sinister smile behind the
colorful facade. Blair Crimmins and his band The Hookers breathe new life into the sounds of the 1920's
with a supercharged mix of Ragtime, Dixieland, and Gypsy Jazz. This batch of original songs speaks to the
listeners of today while harkening back to the sounds of the past to create a sound track that could just as
easily be found in your grandfathers record collection as a college dorm room.

Blair Crimmins and The Hookers, Sing-a-Longs LP
CAT: NRR-3

LABEL: New

CAT: NRR-3
LABEL: New

Rag Records

UPC: 804837086028
PRICE: $12.99

Vinyl

Rag Records

UPC: 040232038969

PRICE: $20.99

Blair Crimmins and The Hookers, The Musical Stylings Of
"The debut album from Blair Crimmins and The Hookers showcases the many musical inﬂuences of
Blair Crimmins. While the Ragtime Jazz theme remains prevalent throughout the record, listeners also
hear inﬂuences of rock, blues, and even Hawaiian slack key music. Catchy tunes like Oh Angela! and Old
Man Cabbage have a supercharged Ragtime bent that have become the bands signature sound. "

CD
CAT: NRR-1
LABEL: New

Rag Records

UPC: 677516584128
PRICE: $12.99

The Dandy Warhols, Live at the X-Ray Café VINYL EP
What did The Dandy Warhols sound like before they became world-famous practitioners of neopsychedelia and synthpop? What did they sound like during their eighth show ever? Now we know:
comfortable shifting between shoegaze and garage rock, conﬁdent in their stage banter and poised for
world domination! Live at the X-Ray Cafe is the third release in Voodoo's "Tales from the Grease Trap"
archival series. The recording, from July 8, 1994, was originally captured at Portland's legendary all-ages
venue the X-Ray Cafe. New York engineer Don Fury transferred the untouched multichannel analog
cassette into his console, mixed it then mastered it along with input from Courtney Taylor-Taylor. This is
a 12” Vinyl EP with four tracks.
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Vinyl
CAT: VDR 1602
LABEL: Voodoo Doughnut

Recordings
UPC: 616892388142
PRICE: $15.99
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ROCK/POP
Vinyl

David J and The Gentlemen Thieves/Darwin, Gentrification Blues/Horrible Coccoon 7"
Gentriﬁcation Blues is the ﬁrst single from Bauhaus and Love and Rockets founding member, David J
and The Gentleman Thieves. The B-Side features Darwin and his latest single, Horrible Cocoon. Darwin
teamed up with producers Brian Liesegang (NIN, Filter) and Kerry Brown (Smashing Pumpkins, Ziggy
Marley, Courtney Love) to bring about his most accomplished work to date. This limited edition 7"" vinyl
features artwork by Robbie Conal, best known for his internationally recognized portraits of politicians and
others abusing wealth and power. Lyrically, musically and visually this 7"" tackles gentriﬁcation head on.
“David J is the avante of the avante garde”…Perry Farrell – Jane's Addiction

LABEL: Starry Records
UPC: 614511835725
PRICE: $8.99

Vinyl

FOG, FOR GOOD LP
"After nearly a decade, FOG is back. Andrew Broder’s project has been tough to trace, leaving a trail of
acclaimed albums, each considerably diﬀerent than the last, on notable electronic labels. FOR GOOD is as
much a return to what the Minneapolis auteur does best — piano, turntables, and voice caught up in a
gorgeously taut swir. It snaps, pops, and bangs its way out of speakers like urgent, beat-ﬁred balladry,
both coolly inventive and warmly emotive. Even as these songs tackle themes of profound disquiet, they
go down with a newfound ease and poise, making FOR GOOD a ﬁne analog to Broder’s career — unusual
beauty springing from inward agitation, hard-fought contentedness winning in the end.
"I'm worried that if more people hear FOG, they're going to realize that the rest of us are a bunch of
hacks."" – Alan Sparhawk of LOW

CAT: TGNP048
LABEL: Totally Gross National

Product
UPC: 789577752078
PRICE: $17.99

CD

Adam Green, Aladdin
Adam Green is renowned around the globe as one of music’s most unique songwriters. As part of the NYC
antifolk scene he made up one-half of The Moldy Peaches (alongside Kimya Dawson), who enjoyed
mainstream success via the Grammy-winning, #1 Billboard Chart ranking soundtrack of the 2007
Academy Award-winning movie Juno. Aladdin is the soundtrack companion to the ﬁlm Adam Green’s
Aladdin, a far-out take on the classic tale that Buzzfeed has called “the trippiest movie ever made.” Much
like the ﬁlm, the soundtrack is conceived in Green’s whimsical and charming style. With an extensive world
tour booked and major press behind the ﬁlm and the album, Aladdin is set to be yet another cult status
notch in Adam Green’s belt.

Adam Green, Aladdin LP
CAT: TGNP046

CAT: SR103

CAT: TGNP046
LABEL: Totally Gross National

Product
UPC: 789577751729
PRICE: $13.99

Vinyl
LABEL: Totally Gross National

Product

UPC: 789577751712

PRICE: $17.99

CD

The Heligoats, Back to the Lake
Chicago’s indie/folk artists The Heligoats return with Back to the Lake, a stereophonic journey through the
woods and, um, well mostly through the woods. An adventure in camping! A bad one. Like, really not good
at all. The adventure, we mean; the album is just the opposite. Back to the Lake is a ﬂuidly constructed,
beautifully performed cautionary tale in tents, a narrative that will leave the listener wondering why one
would ever leave the comfort and sanity of the urban world for the chaos of rain, snakes, isolation, and
rangers. Fronted by award winning songwriter Chris Otepka (Troubled Hubble, touring member of Clem
Snide), The Heligoats deliver their third full-length, just in time for Spring to be sprung (and avoided)!
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CAT: GDP-080
LABEL: Greyday Records
UPC: 619981365628
PRICE: $15.99
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ROCK/POP
CD

The Honeydogs, Love & Cannibalism
Minneapolis based rockers The Honeydogs have been making music for over 20 years. Love &
Cannibalism is their 11th studio release, and it might be their best, most rocking record in that long
career. Previous records have frequently been called masterpieces, the band comfortably exploring
varied musical styles while being true their roots in American music. Love & Cannibalism follows that up
and is upbeat, featuring singer-songwriter Adam Levy's incisive lyrics about the contemporary world. The
band is on ﬁre, mixing high octane Motown soul with British rock. This guitar heavy, horn driven popencrusted gem of a record cherry picks from the past but creates a totally unique angle. The title refers to
the notion that if we don't start getting along, we will devour ourselves. Amen.

CAT: 11
LABEL: Simon Recordings
UPC: 789577751828
PRICE: $13.99

The Gatefold LP contains a download card as well as a 45 rpm single with two additional tracks not on the
album.

The Honeydogs, Love & Cannibalism LP
CAT: 11

Vinyl

LABEL: Simon Recordings

UPC: 789577751811

PRICE: $20.99

Jerry Joseph, By the Time your Rocket Gets to Mars 2 LP Set
On this stellar new double album, journeyman songwriter and performer Jerry Joseph delves into some of
the most challenging territory of his 30+ year career. The songs were penned in Paris, Ireland and during
or shortly after Joseph's recent trip to Afghanistan, where he volunteered as a music teacher at an
underground co-ed school of rock. The sound is shimmering, layered and ragged--resigned to dark
unrelenting forces but ultimately redeemed by spirit and light. In Joseph's words: "My point was not to
write ‘war’ songs. I wanted to write about magic and God and humans being human." Recorded at TRI
Studios, produced by Dave Schools, mixed by Jim Scott, mastered by Don Fury and featuring Joseph’s full
band (Steve Drizos on drums, Steven James Wright on bass and Jeﬀ Crosby on guitar) plus special guests.

Vinyl
CAT: VDR 1603
LABEL: Voodoo Doughnut

Recordings
UPC: 616892345947
PRICE: N/A

CD

Danny Michel, Matadora
Danny Michel, environmentalist, paciﬁst, romanticist, archivist and space enthusiast, returns with
Matadora, his newest and most deeply humanist album to date. As a whole, the ten-song collection
explores themes of individual and collective agency, and wills us to ﬁnd hope in grief, tolerance in violence,
and love in hate. After the musical village approach involved in making an album in Belize, Matadora’s
origin is a diﬀerent sort of island, self-produced, recorded and mixed all by Michel in his home studio in
Waterloo, Ontario. Matadora tempers the tropical escapism of the Juno-nominated Black Birds Are
Dancing Over Me with a dose of harsher realities – breaking news, loneliness, laundry – all delivered
tenderly with Michel’s signature empathy.

CAT: SIX101
LABEL: Six

Shooter Records

UPC: 836766000189
PRICE: $16.99

CD

The Navins, Not Yourself Today
The Navins are yer basic Seattle four-dude, two-guitar rock combo. Tain’t nuthin weird or freaky here- just
one tight band with great songs living at the crossroads of indie, alternative, garage, jangle, twang and
power pop, where absurd pop notions tinged with chemical longing meet the psychedelic, late-night
creakings of the devil present in our every nature. Whew! Not Yourself Today is their debut recording,
which by all accounts was damn near torpedoed before it could be released. The Navins, they don’t care.
They just do what they do – they write songs, they record songs, and play noisy shows featuring melting
Rickenbackers driven through vintage amps, seared by unhinged fuzz and dumb luck. Classic Paciﬁc
Northwest rock, straight from the garage to your ears.
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CAT: GM1035
LABEL: Green Monkey Records
UPC: 718483103520
PRICE: $11.99
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ROCK/POP
CD

Quiet Life, FOGGY
Produced by and featuring Scott McMicken of Dr. Dog, FOGGY was born out of several mid-summer weeks
spent at McMicken’s own Philadelphia studio, allowing an environment of complete freedom, translating
all-night sessions into what would become the aesthetic of the album. Quiet Life spent these days and
nights, siphoning the sound they’ve cultivated through the ambiance of the session, to be distilled by
McMicken, into an album brimming with what CMT called “oceanside swagger”. Rolling Stone has called
the band "charming", and Esquire touts them as "comfortably authentic". FOGGY is an easy-going
collection of songs that deﬁnes the band as a purveyor of classic rock and roll sounds, and as a successor
to rock and roll staples, who have managed to create a sound unmistakably their own.

Quiet Life, FOGGY LP
CAT: SLR-LP002

LABEL: Strange Light Records
UPC: 712323519854
PRICE: $13.99

Vinyl
LABEL: Strange Light Records

UPC: 712323519847

PRICE: $20.99
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T IT L E

CAT

T YP E
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Glenna Bell

Lone Star: Songs and Stories Straight from the Heart of
Texas
Give It Away
Wake Up & Sing
Portraits in Time
Resting In The Now
Sing-a-Longs
Sing-a-Longs LP
The Musical Stylings Of
Live at the X-Ray Café VINYL EP

GB2011

CD

$15.99 888295378567 Glenna Bell

31608
RYP05
AM1102 2
SHP9010
NRR-3
NRR-3
NRR-1
VDR 1602

CD
$15.99
CD
$15.99
2 CD SET $16.99
CD
$16.99
CD
$12.99
Vinyl
$20.99
CD
$12.99
Vinyl
$15.99

David J and The Gentlemen
Thieves/Darwin
FOG

Gentri!cation Blues/Horrible Coccoon 7"

SR103

Vinyl

FOR GOOD LP

TGNP048 Vinyl

Adam Green

Aladdin

TGNP046 CD

Adam Green

Aladdin LP

TGNP046 Vinyl

The Heligoats
The Honeydogs
The Honeydogs
Jerry Joseph

Back to the Lake
Love & Cannibalism
Love & Cannibalism LP
By the Time your Rocket Gets to Mars 2 LP Set

GDP-080
11
11
VDR 1603

CD
CD
Vinyl
Vinyl

Danny Michel
The Navins
Quiet Life
Quiet Life

Matadora
Not Yourself Today
FOGGY
FOGGY LP

SIX101
GM1035
SLR-CD002
SLR-LP002

CD
CD
CD
Vinyl

Mac Arnold & Plate Full O' Blues
Red Yarn
Monday Michiru
Noll, Shaina
Blair Crimmins and The Hookers
Blair Crimmins and The Hookers
Blair Crimmins and The Hookers
The Dandy Warhols

CAT: SLR-CD002
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Unwritten Law , Acoustic
LABEL: Cyber Tracks

CAT: CT112

UPC: 814867021272 PRICE: $15.99

Acoustic is a masterful 13-track record ﬁlled with newly re-recorded Unwritten Law hits turning Elva, Here’s To The
Mourning, Swan, and The Hit List into ﬂawless acoustic renditions. The emotionally rich album features two brand new
tracks.

The Rocket Summer , Zoetic
LABEL: Aviate Records

CAT: AR009

UPC: 735255300246 PRICE: $13.99

Reaching the top of the Billboard Rock Charts with his previous albums, The Rocket Summer’s sixth album, Zoetic,
marks a creative milestone for Texas-born songwriter-instrumentalist Bryce Avary. The Rocket Summer has neverending support from faithful fans worldwide.

Emily Arrow , Storytime Singalong, Volume I
LABEL: Emily Arrow

CAT: EA001

UPC: 614511835220 PRICE: $13.99

Emily Arrow has created her own musical genre---Kidlit tunes. Emily’s whimsical and charming singalong tunes are
adored by kids, parents and teachers alike. Great for ages 1-10! She is the winner of the 2015 John Lennon
Songwriting Competition for her children's music.

Too Slim and the Taildraggers , Blood Moon
LABEL: Underworld Records

CAT: UND0025

UPC: 635961238928 PRICE: $12.99

Blood Moon is the new release by Too Slim and the Taildraggers. Their previous release 2013s Blue Heart was
nominated for Blues Rock Album of the Year by The Blues Foundation. Too Slim and the Taildraggers previous four
releases have all Charted in the Billboard Top 10 Blues Album Chart.

Kira Willey , Mindful Moments for Kids
LABEL: Fire%ies Records

CAT: FR 004

UPC: 700261433493 PRICE: $13.99

Award-winning children’s music artist and yoga teacher Kira Willey is back with Mindful Moments for Kids, a unique
collection of 30 one-minute mindfulness exercises that can be done seated, any time of day—perfect for classroom or
home use, and great in the car.

Future Elevators , Future Elevators
LABEL: Communicating Vessels

CAT: CVCD0029

UPC: 882167000464 PRICE: $13.99

Michael Shackelford—the group’s founder, mainstay, and guiding creative force—is something of a pop confectioner
who thinks up impossible sounds and makes them a reality. His debut as Future Elevators expertly mixes whimsy
and gravity, the fantastical with the everyday.

Richmond Fontaine , You Can't Go Back If There Is Nothing To Go Back To
LABEL: Flu( and Gravy Records

CAT: FnG032

UPC: 857674003505 PRICE: $15.99

You Can’t Go Back If There's Nothing To Go Back To is Richmond Fontaine’s tenth full-length record. RF again has
produced a treasure trove of beautifully executed story songs, the likes of which are rarely matched in today’s musical
landscape.

Miranda Lee Richards , Echoes Of The Dreamtime
LABEL: Invisible Hands Music Limited

CAT: IHCD63

UPC: 5030559106323 PRICE: $15.99

Miranda Lee Richards returns with her third album, Echoes Of The Dreamtime, a stunning mix of folk, indie,
psychedelia and dream pop. Echoes Of The Dreamtime follows The Herethereafter (Virgin Records, 2001) and Light
Of X (Nettwerk Records, 2009).

Blowfly , 77 Rusty Trombones
LABEL: Saustex

Media

CAT: SEX1601

UPC: 614511834124 PRICE: $12.99

77 Rusty Trombones is the ﬁnal studio album by legendary and inﬂuential Miami singer, songwriter and producer
Clarence Reid aka Blowﬂy, the original nasty rapper. Reid has had a career spanning 50 years as a writer and
performer. XXX - Adults only!

Skating Polly , The Big Fit
LABEL: Chap Stereo

CAT: CS002

UPC: 616892372448 PRICE: $13.99

"Skating Polly began six years ago – while members Kelli Mayo and Peyton Bighorse were still in middle school. Now,
three albums later, the punk-infused pop duo are releasing their newest album, The Big Fit, their most fully realized
collection of head-bopping, not quite sugar-sweet pop music.
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